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We review the current state-of-affairs in radio observations of Coronal Mass Ejections

(CMEs) from a Space Weather perspective. In particular, we examine the role of

radio observations in predicting or presaging an eruption, in capturing the formation

stages of the CME, and in following the CME evolution in the corona and heliosphere.

We then look to the future and identify capabilities and research areas where radio

observations—particularly, spectropolarimetric imaging—offer unique advantages for

Space Weather research on CMEs. We close with a discussion of open issues and

possible strategies for enhancing the relevance and importance of radio astronomy for

Space Weather science.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The modulation of the near-Earth space environment by solar activity, over short time scales (days
or less), is known as Space Weather (SpWx). The modulation, particularly when it is impulsive
and sustained, can have severe effects on space-borne civil and military systems (e.g., satellite
operations, communication disruptions) and even on the lower atmosphere and ground (e.g.,
aviation and electric grids). As our society increasingly depends on those systems, concern on
SpWx impacts rises, spurring research and strategy planning worldwide (Schrijver et al., 2015;
Opgenoorth et al., 2019). The latest demonstration of the societal importance of SpWx is the
publication of the Space Weather Strategy and Action Plan (SWAP) by the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP).

The strongest SpWx effects are caused by the impact of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) and
their shocks onto the magnetosphere. The CME momentum, size, and magnetic field strength and
configuration, are the most relevant physical parameters for energy input to geospace. Irradiance
variations from flares cause perturbations in deeper atmospheric layers while solar energetic
particles (SEPs) are a major concern for any human exploration to the Moon and beyond.
Mitigation of SpWx impacts relies, at the moment on forecasting primarily CME impacts (and their
associated phenomena; shocks and SEPs). Flare short-wavelength, soft X-rays (SXR) to ultraviolet
(UV), emissions and intense radio bursts (IRBs) that disrupt radio communications including GPS
systems, are currently impossible to forecast because they arrive at Earth nearly instantaneously
(i.e., within 8 min of their occurrence on the Sun). In addition, the causes of IRBs are currently
unknown, they may or may not occur with other eruptive activity, and their terrestrial impacts can
be severe. They are discussed in more detail in Gary (2020).

Their extreme nature aside, IRBs show that radio observations have an important role in both
SpWx research and operations. Radio emission arises from a broad range of physical phenomena
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with SpWx implications (e.g., flares, SEPs, CMEs and shocks).
The observations, and theoretical background, are reviewed in
other chapters of the collection. Here, we revisit the phenomena
associated with CMEs from a SpWx viewpoint and with emphasis
on the CME propagation from the middle corona to 1 AU.
We consider 3 Rs as the inner boundary of the middle corona,
because it is the approximate height of the cusps of white light
streamers and where the magnetic field becomes largely open
to the heliosphere. The CME-related radio emissions for lower
heights are discussed in Carley et al. (2020b). As the first paper
within the Space Weather section, we take a more broad view
of radio CMEs and the role of radio observations in the SpWx
enterprise. The remaining chapters focus on radio effects that are
not strictly related to CMEs, such as SEPs (Klein et al., 2020), IRBs
(Gary, 2020) and interplanetary scintillation (IPS) techniques
(Jackson et al., 2020).

The paper is organized in three sections. First, we summarize
the status of the field around the three SpWx-relevant phases
of eruptions (prediction, formation and propagation) with an
emphasis on the propagation phase. Then, we give an outlook
of the radio observing capabilities (with emphasis on imaging
spectroscopy) and the SpWx-areas where radio can play an
important or supporting roles. We close with a discussion of
considerations and strategies for maximizing the SpWx potential
of radio observations in the coming decade.

2. RADIO AND CMES: CURRENT STATUS

Several of the chapters in this book review or discuss the
observations and emission processes related to CMEs and
associated phenomena, mostly from a research perspective.
In this section, we bring them together but organized around
a SpWx framework. Specifically, we break down radio CME
observations into three SpWx areas (in parentheses): (i)
observations before the eruption (event prediction), (ii)
observations during the eruption (event geoeffectiveness
assessment), and (iii) observations after the eruption (event
forecasting). To minimize repetition, we direct the reader to the
appropriate references for the details, except where necessary
for clarity.

2.1. Before the Eruption
Robust prediction of eruptive activity is considered by many
the “holy grail” of SpWx research and unsurprisingly is a very
active field, focused mostly on flare prediction based on metrics
derived from observations of the photospheric magnetic fields
(e.g., Leka et al., 2019). Predicting CME eruptions, however, is
a very complex issue. While we understand that CMEs are driven
by the explosive release of magnetic energy through generally
identified physical mechanisms that result in the release of a
magnetic flux rope (MFR) (Chen, 2011), the details of how
magnetic systems destabilize and erupt escape us. A rather major
problem is that CMEs are coronal phenomena but we do not
have direct measurements of the coronal magnetic field. We are
obligated to resort to proxies, such as photospheric magnetic field
measurements or changes in the EUV or SXR emission from
coronal structures. Consequently. there is yet no agreement on

whether the pre-eruptive morphology is that of sheared magnetic
arcades or of an MFR (see Georgoulis et al., 2019, and references
therein). Thus, our physical understanding is not yet mature
enough to lead to reliable predictions schemes for solar eruptions.
Here is where radio observations may help bridge our knowledge
gap, either as indications of an impending eruption (precursors)
or as gauges of energy accumulation and imbalance in active
regions (predictors). We discuss examples of both.

2.1.1. Precursors: Type-I Noise Storms and Other

Emissions
Radio emission occurs throughout the solar atmosphere,
from the chromosphere to interplanetary space (IP), via a
variety of processes (Fleishman et al., 2020; Nindos et al.,
2020) all arising from electrons, either in equilibrium or not
(Figure 1). Non-thermal processes are of particular interest in
our discussion because they arise from accelerated electrons
and therefore indicate locations of energy release in the corona.
Even mildly accelerated electrons of a few keV can emit
detectable radio emission, making such observations a sensitive
indicator of weakly energetic processes. Hence, their detection in
subsequently-erupting regions could be precursor activity. This
premise and the indications from models that the pre-eruptive
magnetic field configuration is evolving as the system is driven
toward loss of equilibrium, have spurred several efforts to identify
radio CME precursors (for a discussion on CME precursors in
other regimes see section 3.9 in Webb and Howard, 2012).

The promising candidates are Type-I noise storms, type-III
bursts and certain radio continuum signatures. Type-I storms are
thought to indicate energetic processes within closed magnetic
loops. These may be high-rising loops, as the storms occur
below 300 MHz generally. The emission usually arises from
loop systems above magnetically-strong active regions and is
well-associated with flux emergence. Its relation to flaring and
erupting activity is more tenuous. There have been a few studies
since 2005 (see Vourlidas 2004 for a review of earlier studies).
Willson (2005b) discusses radio brightness changes in a Type-
I storm ahead of a flare but in another case, they find no
connection between the two (Willson, 2005a). Kathiravan et al.
(2007) undertook a large-scale study of noise storms imaged with
the Nançay Radioheliograph. They investigate only noise storms
with start times after the onset of a CME. They identified 196
events (out of a total of 340) in 1997–2004, with an average
delay of 13 h since the appearance of a CME in the LASCO
coronagraph field of view. Ramesh et al. (2012a) analyzed a single
noise storm imaged with the Gauribidanur Radioheliograph
(GRH) in the 50–109 MHz range (corresponding to heights
below 1.5 Rs for quiescent coronal density models) during a solar
eclipse (Figure 2b). The storm was concurrent with the CME
but it was located almost 180◦ from the CME position angle in
the LASCO coronagraph. Neither of these studies provided any
conclusive evidence for the relation between CMEs and noise
storms and they certainly did not indicate that noise storms can
be used as precursors. So we have no reason (yet) to change
our original conclusion in (Vourlidas, 2004): “It seems that the
two phenomena are somehow interrelated but the details of the
relationship (physical, temporal and/or spatial) are still unclear”.
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FIGURE 1 | Dominant radio emission mechanism vs. heliocentric distance based on model plasma parameters of temperature, density, and magnetic field strength.

fp are the plasma frequency, fB is the gyrofrequency, and fτ=1 is the frequency where free-free emission becomes optically think. For details on these quantities and

physical mechanisms (see Alissandrakis et al., 2020; Nindos et al., 2020). The plot is available here (Courtesy D. Gary).

FIGURE 2 | (a) Astrophysical Institute Potsdam spectra showing the faint type IV continuum on May 16 (from Aurass et al., 1999). (b) Composite of the GRH

109 MHz radioheliogram (white contours) at 05:00 UT and the SOHO-LASCO C2 image at 05:19 UT on 2010 January 15 showing the CME and Type-I noise storm

(from Ramesh et al., 2012b). (c) DAM radio spectrum of an outburst following type-III emissions and a continuum increase (from Pick et al., 2005). (d) Comparison of

model (top two rows) and observed (bottom row) radio intensities at 4.9 and 8.4 GHz (left and right panels, resp.). The key assumption for the dependence of electron

temperature to currents is shown at the upper right-hand corner of the right panels. The comparison demonstrates the power of multi-frequency observations in

constraining coronal magnetic properties (from Lee et al., 1998). All figures reproduced by permission of the AAS.

Type-III emission is another promising precursor candidate as
it arises from outward propagating electron beams and may thus
indicate recently opened field lines. Such magnetic field changes
are postulated by CME initiation models, such as breakout
(Antiochos et al., 1999) and are generally expected as the CME

forms and begins to emerge fromwithin the closed fields of active
regions. Based on our review of type-IIIs in the low corona in
Carley et al. (2020b), we conclude that although such emissions
are detected frequently in eruptive events, they tend to occur in
close temporal proximity (∼mins) to the flare impulsive phase
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and are of little value as a precursor (Pohjolainen et al., 2005;
Aurass et al., 2011, 2013). The question, however, remains on
whether earlier type-III signatures exist that may have escaped
detection because either they are weak and may be masked
by other activity or because no one has searched specifically
for them.

Finally, there is another type of radio signature, the rising
continuum, first proposed as a precursor by Aurass et al. (1999)
(Figures 2a,c). Detected also 30 min before the large eruption
on Oct 28, 2003 (Figure 2 and Pick et al., 2005), this feature has
attracted little attention in the recent years. Detections have been
recorded only within the decimetric range, a few 105 km above
the surface and so may indeed be indications of the rising flux
system before eruption. More observations are sorely needed to
demonstrate the value of this radio feature.

Fortunately, the deployment of new radio instrumentation
looks promising. Mugundhan et al. (2018) reports results
on several types of noise storms from a high resolution
spectropolarimeter in the 15-85 MHz range at Gauribidanur.
McCauley et al. (2019) present similar polarization investigations
from the MWA at 80–240 MHz. It is hoped, that as the activity
picks up the increased sensitivity and frequency complementarity
of these two instruments will shed some light on the relation
between noise storms and CME onset (or aftermath, as the case
might be).

2.1.2. Predictors: Energy Accumulation in ARs
CMEs are coronal phenomena. They are powered by the
release of free magnetic energy and helicity in the corona
(Georgoulis et al., 2019). The energy is accumulated and stored
in stressed magnetic field and should therefore reveal itself by
measuring currents in those fields. Alas, the coronal magnetic
field is notoriously difficult to measure (e.g., Casini et al., 2017)
and there is currently no monitoring capability as it exists
for photospheric magnetic fields. Almost all radio emission
mechanisms have a magnetic field diagnostic potential since
they tend to arise from electron gyration around magnetic
field lines. The potential has been demonstrated numerous
times (see White, 2005; Casini et al., 2017; Alissandrakis et al.,
2020, and references therein). Spectropolarimetric imaging of
gyroresonance emission is one of the most straightforward
options for deriving 3D distributions of magnetic field from
the upper chromosphere to the corona (e.g., Vourlidas et al.,
1997). These studies occasionally uncover kG fields at coronal
temperatures within ∼3, 000 km above the photosphere (e.g.,
Vourlidas and Bastian, 1996; Vourlidas et al., 2006) suggesting
the presence of strong currents at the cores of active regions
(Lee et al., 1997, 1998) (Figure 2d).

There is, however, a catch. Robust detection and separation
of gyroresonance harmonic emission is limited to strong fields
(down to ∼ 100 G as explained in Casini et al., 2017). In
other words, gyroresonance emission as a magnetograph proxy is
suitable to active region observations only. This is not necessarily
overly restrictive from a SpWx perspective, since the most
geoeffective CMEs are expected to originate (and they do) from
strongly magnetic active regions.

2.2. During the Eruption
There is a great host of radio emissions during the formation
phase of the CME, which we review in Carley et al. (2020b).
They are associated with flares, lifting of prominences, and
opening of field lines, and can be readily understood within
the context of the standard flare-CME model (see Figure 1 in
Carley et al., 2020b). In fact, much of that connection has been
apparent for a long time and there have been no surprises
despite the great improvements in the sensitivity and cadence of
radio observations since the 1990’s (Figure 3). There is a slight
exception, however; the detection of “radio” CMEs by the Nancay
Radioheliograph (NRH; Kerdraon and Delouis, 1997). The
fortuitous coincidence of NRH’s imaging capability deployment
with LASCO’s start of science operations in 1996, led to the
discovery of spatially resolved (but faint) radio emission within
the white light transient, dubbed “radio” CMEs because of their
similar appearance to LASCO CMEs (Bastian et al., 2001). There
have been only two such “radio” CME detections (Bastian et al.,
2001; Maia et al., 2007) since 1998 despite the rather continual
coverage from imaging spectrometers, i.e., NRH, LOFAR, and
MWA. We note here that the term “radio” CMEs tends to be
broadly applied to events without a clear CME morphology (e.g.,
Carley et al., 2017; Mondal et al., 2019). The latter are actually
more akin to moving Type-IV (mIV) bursts (section 2.2 and
Carley et al., 2020b) and may also have a different emission
mechanism (plasma rather than gyrosynchrotron). However,
“radio” CMEs may just be spatially resolved mIVs but the reason
behind the dearth of “radio” CME detections remains unclear.
More details can be found in Carley et al. (2020b).

The SpWx relevance of “radio” CMEs and mIVs lies in their
emission mechanism. If it is synchrotron, as commonly assumed
in the analyses (e.g., Tun and Vourlidas, 2013; Sasikumar Raja
et al., 2014; Carley et al., 2017; Mondal et al., 2019), then their
detection provides a means to estimate the (total) magnetic field
entrained in the CME, while the CME is still in the low corona.
Such information could help improve prediction schemes of
the geoeffectiveness of the transient when augmented, say, with
3D estimates of the CME volume and its evolution from white
light coronagraphs. At the moment, all methods for predicting
the CME magnetic field rely on observations and extrapolations
of the photospheric field (e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2017; Savani
et al., 2017), which are just proxies. Of particular value is the
southward component of the CME entrained magnetic field,
BZ , at 1 AU as it relates directly to the strength of the CME-
magnetosphere interaction (see Vourlidas et al., 2019 for a review
of the BZ problem). The radio observations offer a unique way to
estimate the total magnetic field (and BZ if the CME magnetic
configuration is assumed or modeled) close to the Sun and issue
some sort of forecast with a day (or possibly more) horizon
rather than waiting for the transient to cross the Lagrangian L1
point thus restricting the forecast horizon to an hour or less.
One should consider the intervening evolution of the CME as
interactions with upstream events (some of which have radio
signatures, e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2001) or the ambient solar
wind can lead to field erosion or compression depending on the
situation (Kilpua et al., 2019).
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FIGURE 3 | A cartoon representing the flare-CME model from Cliver et al.

(1986) showing the origin of various radio emissions. We mark areas impacted

by the newer observations. Reproduced by permission of the AAS.

We conclude that spatially-resolved radio observations of
CMEs hold a rich, yet unfulfilled, potential for SpWx research and
operations. Their sensitivity of radio observations to magnetic
field across a wide swath of features, from quiescent active
regions to flares to CME internal structures, makes them the
ideal method for probing the geo-effectiveness of CMEs right “at
birth.” But that potential is not restricted to the low corona, as we
shall see next.

2.3. After the Eruption: CME Propagation
One of the outstanding issues in SpWx operations is the accurate
forecasting of the time-of-arrival (ToA) of a CME at Earth. There
are many methods to forecast ToA (most recently reviewed in
Vourlidas et al. 2019) varying widely in accuracy. The averaged
(over most published research) mean absolute error in ToA
currently stands at 9.8 h, which is too large to be useful for many
SpWx users. Vourlidas et al. (2019) discusses several reasons for
this discrepancy and they largely revolve around our incomplete
grasp of the IP kinematic evolution of the CMEs. The speed
of CMEs is especially difficult to assess for the most SpWx-
relevant events—Earth-directed CMEs—due to severe projection
effects in the low corona (EUV) and middle corona (visible)
observations. To circumvent these problems, several authors
have searched for emission signatures concurrent to CMEs, such
as EUV dimmings (Mason et al., 2016), soft X-ray light curves
and more recently high frequency (GHz) fluence measurements,
to use as proxies by relating their evolution to the CME

speed via empirical relationships. Focusing on the radio proxies,
Matamoros et al. (2017) have recently demonstrated a correlation
betweenmicrowave fluence at 9 GHz and CME arrival time at the
Earth, using limb CME observations to construct the empirical
(linear in this case) relationship. The performance of the method
is average and has only been demonstrated with a very small event
sample (11 events) so it is unclear if it holds SpWx potential.
Further work to increase the event sample and possibly examine
other frequencies is necessary.

Once the CME reaches 3–4 Rs, it enters into the radial (open)
field corona and effectively starts its outward propagation toward
the inner heliosphere. This height range marks a transition in
our abilities to observe CMEs in the radio from the ground, as
the relevant frequencies dip below 20 MHz and encounter the
ionospheric cutoff. Routine lower frequency observations can
be made only from space. Space radio spectrometers can use
direction finding techniques (Fainberg et al., 1972; Krupar et al.,
2012) to track type II sources in 3D via triangulation, when radio
spectra from two spacecraft are available (e.g., Magdalenić et al.,
2014; Krupar et al., 2016; Mäkelä et al., 2018). As the accuracy
of the technique depends on the source signal-to-noise ratio, the
instrument cross-calibration and the relatively wide directivity of
type-II radio emission, the ensuing localizations are rather broad
(of the order of 10–20 Rs) and are generally restricted to near-
Sun tracking (MHz frequencies). The complexity of the analysis
has restricted the application of radio triangulation to only a
handful of events despite the availability of measurements from
three spacecraft (STEREO, Wind) since 2007. In any case, the
rather large uncertainties in the source location and size limits the
Space Weather utility of radio triangulation compared to direct
imaging in white light. No radio imaging capability currently
exists but there are two space interferometry pathfinders under
development. The Cubesat Radio Interferometry Experiment
(CURIE, Sundkvist et al., 2016), in development since 2018, aims
to demonstrate single-baseline interferometry (0.1–40 MHz) of
solar bursts (centroid location and envelope) using 2 cubesats in
Low Earth Orbit. The mission is not yet manifested. Recently,
NASA selected Sun Radio Interferometer Space Experiment
(SUNRISE, Lazio and Kasper, 2018), an imaging interferometry
space mission comprising six CubeSats in super-GEO orbit
with a launch in late 2023. SUNRISE’s aim is to image and
localize type-II bursts below 25 MHz. While these frequencies
can track CMEs only up to 20 Rs, and hence do not provide
much additional information beyond what is currently available
from coronagraphs, the mission will demonstrate whether solar
interferometric imaging is possible in space. We will return to
this point in section 3.3.

Before the advent of heliospheric imaging from the Solar-
Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) (Harrison et al.,
2018), tracking of CMEs in the outer corona and heliosphere
had been possible only from space-borne spectrometers albeit
indirectly. The tracking was based on the detection of type-
II emission arising from shocks driven by CMEs, not CME
themselves (see Figure 4 and Cane and Erickson, 2005 for more
examples). Occasionally, the type-II spectral signatures extend
to the local plasma frequency around the detecting spacecraft,
hence enabling track to 1 AU. The IP type-II sources, although
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of type-II bursts in the low corona (“metric”) outer corona (“coronal”) and IP. Left: Composite spectrum on 2003 November 1. The WAVES data

are below 14 MHz, the BIRS data run from 14 to 57 MHz, and the Culgoora data run from 57 to 570 MHz. Fundamental (“F”) and harmonic (“H”) bands of the type II

are easily seen, along with band-splitting. A short, type II-like feature (“coronal”) is seen in the BIRS data between 23:06 and 23:14 UT. There is no indication of an IP

counterpart. Right: The beginning of an IP type-II on 2003 June 17 22:40 UT. It is apparently unconnected to the metric type-II seen in the higher frequencies.

Culgoora data are used between 18 and 57 MHz. Adapted from Cane and Erickson (2005). Reproduced by permission of the AAS.

similar in many respects to their lower corona counterparts, are
much longer-lived (hours to days compared to a few minutes)
and are unambiguously driven by CMEs (Pick et al., 2006 and
references therein). There is long-standing ambiguity regarding
the connection between the coronal and IP shocks (Leblanc et al.,
2001; Cane and Erickson, 2005; Bougeret and Pick, 2007 and
Figure 4, right panel) although the differences between metric
and IP type-IIs may simply be due to the shocks being produced
at different phases of the CME evolution; namely, the metric
bursts originate during the over-expansion phase of the CME
formation (Patsourakos et al., 2010) while IP type-IIs are due
to shocks driven by the largely self-similarly expanding CME
(Cane and Erickson, 2005).

The main SpWx benefit of IP type-II observations is the
quasi-continuous tracking of the CME shock in the outer
corona/inner heliosphere. The shock can be variously driven or
free-propagating depending on the CME kinematical behavior
and the upstream conditions in the ambient medium. Thus,
type-IIs should be treated as a (possibly rough) proxy for the
actual CME. Unfortunately, such long-lived IP type-II’s are
uncommon since they require CMEs capable of shock-driving
over large parts of their propagation to 1 AU. Gopalswamy et al.
(2019) undertook recently a thorough statistical investigation of
IP type-IIs detected by the Wind spacecraft since 1995. They
find only about 500 events, which correspond to a very small
fraction (3.1%) of all CMEs. Only half of those bursts reached
below 500 KHz. On the positive side, these bursts are associated
with faster CMEs (1,160 km/s average speed), which tend to
have higher geoeffective potential. While the radio spectroscopic
measurements are unaffected by particle storms that may blind
a coronagraph using a traditional CCD detector (this will no
longer be the case after the deployment of NOAA’s operational
coronagraphs at L1 and GEO in 2024) and are straightforward

to interpret and to derive a speed, they have some serious
impediments for SpWx use. IP type-IIs are not a robust indicator
of a fast CME (low association with white light CMEs, not all
fast CMEs drive shocks or have radio emissions, Gopalswamy
et al., 2010), they track the shock rather than the transient and the
tracking is incomplete (only 250 bursts in the last 25 years have
reached near 1 AU locations). However, the IP radio observations
are highly complementary to heliospheric imaging and provide
key information on IP shocks, which constitute SpWx hazards of
their own.

Radio observations, offer the only means to probe the CME
internal magnetic field during heliospheric propagation via linear
polarization measurements (Jackson et al. 2020, and references
therein). The linearly polarized emission from an extragalactic
(or artificial source, say, a satellite beacon) rotates when crossing
magnetized plasma. The effect is called Faraday Rotation (FR)
and the degree of rotation, known as Rotation Measure (RM),
depends on the total density and magnetic field along the path
(e.g., Kooi et al., 2017 and references therein). The left and
middle panels of Figure 5 show recent FR observations by the
VLA of not one but two CMEs crossing over the radio source
0843 (Kooi et al., 2017). The modeling was able to disentangle
the RM contribution along the line-of-sight of each transient
demonstrating that the technique can be successful in estimating
the magnetic field of CMEs in the outer corona. As CMEs carry,
generally, higher magnetic fields than the ambient heliosphere
and intergalactic space, they will be the dominant contributors
to the measured FR (Figure 5, right and Oberoi and Lonsdale,
2012). If the density of the transient is known, say, from white
light measurements, then the total magnetic field within the
CME (along a given path) can be estimated. Modeling of the
CMEmagnetic structure can be employed to derive the magnetic
field configuration (Jensen et al., 2010; Le Chat et al., 2014),
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FIGURE 5 | Left: LASCO observations at the time (19:06 UT) of the 0843 radio source occultation by two CMEs (CME-1 and CME-2) on Aug. 2, 2012. Middle:

Thomson-scattering brightness (top) and coronal RM (bottom) for 0843. The Thomson brightness is given for one line-of-sight to the target source center (see Kooi

et al., 2017 for details on Hot Spot 1 and 2). The dotted curve represents the background coronal model, the dashed curve represents the flux-rope model for CME-1,

the dash-dotted curve represents the flux-rope model for CME-2, and the solid curve represents the sum of the contributions from all models together. The LE-1

vertical lines mark the times of the radio source occultation by CME-1 (15:42 UT and 20:06 UT, respectively). LE-2 marks the start of CME-2 occultation (18:30 UT)

(Adapted from Kooi et al., 2017 with permission by Springer Nature). Right: Overview of the RM effects from various plasmas. The corresponding FR (in deg) at 150

MHz is also indicated. A ± range of a factor of 2 has been assumed where needed. Adapted from Oberoi and Lonsdale (2012) with permission by the AGU.

which is actually the critical parameter for SpWx. There are other
indirect methods for estimating the CME magnetic field (Kilpua
et al., 2019, and references therein) but FR remains the most
straightforward technique.

It does, however, have its shortcomings. For one, it requires
the presence of a suitable source (i.e., a well-calibrated celestial
or artificial source) at the right place to intersect the CME
while the radio instrument is operating. This is a set of very
strong requirements and it is unsurprising that only a handful
of measurements have been recorded since the 1970’s (see
Kooi et al., 2017 for a historical review). Furthermore, the
measurements are biased toward limb CMEs as they provide
a wider projection on the sky plane and thus are more likely
to intercept a celestial source. The technique applies to Earth-
directed CMEs, of course, but those lines of sight will cross the
shock sheath as well the magnetic flux rope behind it, increasing
the ambiguity in the decoupling of line-of-sight effects and thus
relying more on modeling assumptions. In any case, the SpWx
potential of this technique has not been demonstrated yet since it
would require both continuous coverage from Earth, and a large
selection of calibrated sources. No FR measurements have been
demonstrated in space. The optimum SpWx location for such a
receiver would likely be one of the Lagrange point to monitor
CMEs on the sky plane as they propagate toward Earth. A
receiver-transmitter system on concurrently-operating satellites
at L4/L5 could be the basis for a SpWx-operational system to
provide Bz measurements of Earth-bound transients.

3. OUTLOOK

So far, we reviewed CME aspects where radio observations
can contribute to problems in SpWx research and operations.
Hopefully, our discussion (and the accompanying papers in
this ebook) makes clear that solar radio astronomy, particularly
spectropolarimetric imaging, has great potential to impact SpWx

research by closing several gaps in our knowledge, from the
magnetic field distribution in pre-eruptive active regions to the
magnetic field and energetic particle content of the transients.

In this last section, we take a strategic look in the near future
of radio CME research, always from a SpWx perspective. We first
take stock of the available instrumentation, then summarize and
assess the relative importance of the various radio emission types
for CME SpWx research and close with a brief discussion of some
issues to consider for moving the field forward.

3.1. Future Radio Instrumentation Relevant
to CME SpWx Studies
Developments in radio instrumentation in the present day and
those planned for the near future promise to provide new insight
into CME physics. The Expanded Owens Valley Solar Array
(EOVSA) is now providing unprecedented imaging-spectroscopy
observations of the early stages of energy release and CME
formation, low in the corona (<3 R⊙). The observations tend to
focus on the sources of non-thermal electrons associated with
the eruption, such as in the current sheet and the associated
termination shocks. They are therefore indirectly connected to
SpWx concerns on CMEs but they usher a new understanding of
the eruptive process as a whole that may provide SpWx benefits
down the line.

New instruments such asMingantU SpEctral Radioheliograph
(MUSER;Mei et al., 2018) will have an ultrawide bandwidth from
400MHz to 15GHz, bridging the gap between the microwave
and lower frequency instruments and should provide a more
comprehensive view of radio sources associated with both
flares and CMEs. Although not specifically geared toward
space weather observations, future radio facilities such as the
Square Kilometer Array (SKA) will deploy ground-breaking
new instrumental capabilities on general flare/CME physics in a
wideband observing range from 300MHz to 14 GHz; see Nindos
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et al. (2019) for an overview of solar radio physics from an
SKA perspective.

Lower frequency observations from instruments such as the
Low Frequency Array (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al., 2013) and the
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA; Li et al., 2018) can provide
CME diagnostics generally ≤3R⊙, via imaging observations of
type II, III and IV radio bursts during the acceleration phase of
the CME (e.g., Zucca et al., 2018; Mondal et al., 2019; Morosan
et al., 2019). Such observations enable an independent measure
of ejecta speed while the CME is still in the low corona, where
its early stage propagation may be obscured behind the occulting
disks of coronagraphs. As we mentioned, if the CME can be
directly imaged in the radio domain (which is still a rarity) it
may be used to perform CME magnetography. We expand in
Carley et al. (2020b) on the necessity of high dynamic range
interferometric imaging for observing radio CMEs, and efforts in
this regard have recently been demonstrated with MWA leading
to spatially resolved diagnostics of magnetic field of the ejecta
(Mondal et al., 2019).

Low frequency phased-array interferometers such as LOFAR
andMWA attain their most powerful SpWx utility when they are
used as beamformers onmultiple background sources to perform
IPS observations. This requires observation of well-calibrated
astrophysical radio sources. Beamformers, such as LOFAR and
MWA, can simultaneously observe multiple astrophysical radio
sources (potentially hundreds) in many different directions and
hence can provide IPS diagnostics over large portions of the
inner heliosphere. Hence, IPS can be used to derive density and
velocity measurements in the solar wind, including any CME that
is passing through the heliosphere, and can therefore be used as
a means of estimating the arrival time of Earth directed CMEs
(Bisi et al., 2010). This may also be used as boundary conditions
in the driving of MHD models of the heliosphere such as ENLIL
(Jackson et al., 2015). Apart from MWA and LOFAR, phased
arrays are now used to perform routine observations of the
heliosphere for space weather purposes e.g., the Mexican Array
Radio Telescope (MEXART;Mejia-Ambriz et al., 2010) operating
at 140MHz, KSWC-IPS in Korea (327MHz), the Solar Terrestrial
Environment Laboratory ISEE IPS array (Asai et al., 1995) in
Japan (327MHz), the Big Scanning Array of the Lebedev Physical
Institute (Dagkesamanskii, 2009) in Russia (110MHz), and the
Ooty Radio Telescope (ORT; Sukumar et al., 1988) operating
at 327MHz in India. These arrays are grouped together into a
consortium of IPS monitors known as Worldwide Interplanetary
Scintillation Stations, aiming to provide 24 h space weather
monitoring coverage of the heliosphere and any CME passing
through it (see Jackson et al., 2020 for details).

Related to IPS are the Faraday rotation (FR) measurements
of radio emission passing through the heliosphere (Jensen et al.,
2010), as discussed in section 2.3. Studies are currently under
way to assess the requirements of modern instrumentation in
observing FR, particularly at low radio frequencies where the
ionosphere can contribute to the rotation measure significantly
(Figure 5). A new project known as LOFAR for Space Weather
(LOFAR4SW; Carley et al., 2020a) is a design study to upgrade the
entire LOFAR system such that it provides routine observation
of the Sun, heliosphere, and ionosphere from a space weather

science and operations perspective. The upgraded system aims
to perform daily imaging spectroscopy of the Sun, including
imaging of the radio activity during the early phases of solar
eruptions, as well as IPS and FR observations of the solar wind
and CMEs propagating throughout the heliosphere.

Finally, space-based radio instrumentation is also entering
a new era. The FIELDS instrument (PSP-FIELDS; Bale et al.,
2016) on-board the recently launched Parker Solar Probe and
Radio and Plasma Waves (RPW; Maksimovic et al., 2007)
instrument on Solar Orbiter will provide a new perspective
on the observation of radio bursts in the inner-heliosphere
from 10 kHz to 20MHz. However both are primarily research
instruments, rather than platforms offering the continuous low-
latency observations required by space weather operations. As
mentioned above, SUNRISE will also expand upon low radio
frequency observations of the heliosphere, offering for the first
time the ability to observe radio bursts interferometrically and
provide 2D positional information with the constraints discussed
in section 2.3.

3.2. An Assessment of Radio CME
Observations for SpWx Research
We have presented a relatively large number of radio emission
types and studies in this and our companion paper (Carley
et al., 2020b). Although they provide important information
for physical properties and processes in quiescent and eruptive
phenomena, they do not all have the same impact when viewed
from a SpWx viewpoint. Some parameters, e.g., CME occurrence
or speed, can be provided by other instrumentation, often in a
much more continuous and robust way compared to the limited
daily operations of most radio observatories. However, other
information, such as the CME internal magnetic field can only
be derived synoptically through radio observations.

In Table 1, we organize the various radio emissions into
a SpWx-relevant list. We mark as “essential” the types of
observations (column 1) that are unique to radio and provide
highly sought-after parameters for SpWx research and operations
(columns 2–3). We also assess the top-level instrumental
capabilities required to maximize the SpWx benefit (column 4).
We consider the required (required: “Y” or not: “N”) spectral
(Sp), imaging (Img), and polarimetric (Pol) capabilities but we
do not discuss any specific frequency range or spatial/spectral
resolution requirements. These details, as well as a broader
SpWx perspective are summarized in a White Paper by Bastian
et al. (2019). The “?” denotes areas where the SpWx value of a
particular observation or capability is not obvious at themoment.
Further research with a possibly stronger SpWx focus may be
useful for those areas.

3.3. Considerations for Moving Forward
With a new solar cycle on the horizon, improvements in ground-
based instrumentation and an ever-increasing societal attention
to the Space Weather problem, it is time to consider the future
of Radio SpWx research. To increase the value of ground- and
space-based radio observations to SpWx research and operations,
we first need to consider some strategic questions. For example,
where do we focus instrument development efforts? which
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TABLE 1 | Overview of radio emission types with relevance to SpWx CME research.

Emission

type

SpWx

concern

SpWx

parameters

Instrumental

capabilities

Remarks

Sp Img Pol

AR mapping Prediction 3D mag. field, coronal currents Y Y Y Essential capability for assessing AR eruptive potential. SpWx potential

“Radio” CMEs BZ CME mag. field strength Y Y Y Essential capability for mag. field estimates. SpWx potential

Moving Type-IV BZ CME mag. field strength Y Y Y Essential capability for mag. field estimates. SpWx potential

Faraday Rotation BZ ICME mag. field strength &

configuration

N N Y Essential capability for remote BZ estimate. SpWx potential.

Type-II Shock tracking, SEP Shock speed Y ? N IP type-IIs are useful but no robust association to CMEs

Type-I Precursor? CME onset Y ? Y Unclear connection to CME

Microwave fluence CME Speed CME ToA Y N N Promising approach. Needs more research

Flare Continuum SEP? CME kinematics? Y Y Y Unclear connection to CME

science activities are likely to return the most impactful SpWx-
relevant results? The answers should come from a community-
wide discussion. To get the conversation going we present a
few issues (some may be controversial) we derived during the
compilation of our two reviews (Carley et al. 2020b and the
present manuscript). We note again that the following issues
pertain to SpWx aspects of CMEs.

• Radio as a CME Magnetograph: We believe that the most
important SpWx value of radio observations is their unique
ability to estimate magnetic fields both in active regions and
inside CMEs. High-frequency arrays (GHz) are best suited
for coronal magnetic field mapping, especially for eruption-
prone ARs (e.g., δ-spots). Lower frequency arrays (<200
MHz) are ideal for IVM and “radio” CME imaging. High
signal-to-noise ratio imaging is paramount (Bastian et al.,
2019). The SpWx value can only be realized when those
measurements are available synoptically and as close to 24 ×

7, as possible. Continuous solar coverage is a fundamental
need for operational SpWx. Even for research purposes, nearly
continuous coverage will greatly increase the numbers of
all radio emission types and further their understanding.
In other words, we need the deployment of solar-dedicated
interferometric arrays with spectropolarimetric capabilities
across the globe.

• How necessary are IP radio observations for CME-specific SpWx
issues? The case is not very strong. As Gopalswamy et al. (2019)
show, only a very small fraction of CMEs (3.1 are associated
with IP type-II bursts. Those tend to be fast CMEs but it is also
clear that a number of fast CMEs either do not drive shocks in
the heliosphere or their radio emission is too faint or shocks do
not always produce radio emission (Gopalswamy et al., 2008).
The bottom line is that type-II bursts cannot be a reliable CME
proxy on their own. Of course, this statement refers to CME-
specific SpWx issues, such at the CME time-of-arrival, speed
and magnetic content (Vourlidas et al., 2019). IP shocks can
be a SpWx driver but they are beyond the scope of this review
(see Kilpua et al., 2017 and references therein for a broader
review on this subject).

A question arises on whether imaging of IP (or at least
of the outer corona) type-IIs has something more to offer

on predicting either CMEs or shock properties at 1 AU
(Gopalswamy et al., 2010). The problem is that radio sources
tend to be very large due to scattering. Therefore, any imaging
reduces to centroid localization that may or may not be
accurate since the type-II emission depends on the ambient
microphysics (that are not well-understood, although PSP and
Solar Orbiter may shed some light on this). It is unclear (at
best) that imaging at low frequencies will provide any SpWx-
relevant information that cannot be gleaned by coronagraphs
or heliospheric imagers.

• Are there any radio CME precursors?: This is an important
question for SpWx operations. No reliable precursor to CMEs
has been identified so far in any wavelength. Most CME
initiation theories require magnetic field line opening above
(and/or the sides) of the CME flux rope as it forms and
begins to ascend. It is, therefore, expected that these field
line openings, resulting from reconnection, would release
energetic electrons and hence some radio beaming signature
is expected. Recent PSP observations detected weak type-III
signatures in association with small surges on the solar disk
(Leske et al., 2020). The PSP was located at about 30–40 Rs

at the time and in alignment with STEREO-A, which did not
detect any radio emission. It is conceivable, then, that CME
precursors may exist in the radio but have escaped detection
due to the high detection threshold of past instruments.
For instance, it would be interesting, to investigate whether
such weak radio signatures could arise in radio quiet CMEs
(Gopalswamy et al., 2008) or from “stealth” CMEs (Robbrecht
et al., 2009) that generally lack low corona signatures in other
spectral regimes. On the other hand, there are rare instances
where major flares (but no CMEs!) have taken place without
any radio emission. Since, however, all of these cases involve
non-eruptive flares, they are not relevant for SpWx (except
for the flare radiation effects). A search for such precursors
may prove more fruitful with MWA and LOFAR in the
upcoming maximum.

• What to do next?: It seems to us that there is considerable
potential for SpWx-relevant studies now by taking advantages
of existing ground-based instrumentation and missions. For
example, the frequent crossings of PSP and of Solar Orbiter
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through the corona provide an excellent opportunity for
coordinated Faraday rotation, mIV and “radio” CMEs studies
with LOFAR, MWA and EOVSA. Solar radio observatories
were the biggest ground-based component in the campaign to
support the fourth PSP perihelion in January 2020. Upwards
of 20 solar radio observatories participated and results are
already being compiled even before the PSP data are processed.
We expect that radio observations will play an increasing role
in PSP and Solar Orbiter research.

Careful design and planning of SpWx-specific observing
programs will maximize the SpWx benefit of radio
observations. The LOFAR4SW project mentioned above
is an example (Carley et al., 2020a). It comprises a set of
observing programs for diverse targets, such as CME Faraday
rotation studies, multi-spectral imaging or IPS observations.
The coordinated campaigns with PSP perihelia we just
mentioned offer another opportunity for developing such
programs, which can then be used outside of the PSP or Solar
Orbiter perihelia for a more SpWx-minded efforts as the
activity picks up.

Radio analyses should also adopt a more SpWx viewpoint.
For example, large sample analyses of type-I storms and mIVs
or searches for “radio” CMEs andmore focus on the derivation
of magnetic fields in CMEs may increase the visibility of radio
observations within the SpWx community. Further research
to identify radio proxies for CME SpWx parameters, such
as speed, may prove valuable. Regular availability of well-
calibrated radio images at various wavelengths, as it is done
by the solar space missions, will help greatly in increasing

the community uptake of radio observations from the new
instruments. Such capabilities should be in place before the
next solar maximum in about 2024 for maximum effect for
SpWx research.

In closing, we emphasize once more the great potential of
ground-based spectropolarimetric radio imaging for addressing
important open questions in SpWx research. Radio imaging
of moving Type-IVs and “radio” CMEs with Faraday Rotation
measurements in the outer corona, offers a straightforward
means to estimate the CME’s internal magnetic field and possibly
configuration, with the aid of modeling. The construction of a
solar-dedicated instrument, such as FASR and further efforts like
LOFAR4SW, will energize the international radio community
and provide an ideal testbed to refine and expand the SpWx value
of radio observations.
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